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The Patriot was designed using a modified inverted V tunnel. It is 
a true compression style tunnel. 
Advantage of this style tunnel include: Provides added flotation, 
lift and limits the amount of air that enters the tunnel, this limits the 
pad of the sponsons and gives the boat a smooth dry ride without 
compromising the shallow water capabilities. 

18 Patriot Specifications: 
 All composite construction 
 Length = 18' 
 Beam = 8' 6" 
 Hull Weight = Approximately 1000 lbs. 
 Draft = approximately 8" 
 Running = 3" 
 Ten (10) year warranty on structure 
 One (1) year warranty on cosmetics 

Standard Equipment: 
 Trolling motor ready 
 5' 6" front deck with two flush fiberglass 
hatches/ hatch seals 

 30" Rear deck with exchange bait well and 
Pro-Bubbler, three flush fiberglass hatches 
with seals and drains 
 6 rod storage in the front deck full tubes 
 Console with front storage and cushion 
 Aluminum Grab rail w/cup holders 
 6 rod holders on console 
 19 Gal. fuel tank 
 4 stainless steel pull-up cleats 
 1 – 5 switch panel with power point 
 Non-Corrosive hardware 
 Hydraulic steering 
 Custom engraved Steering wheel w/knob (Check with the dealer) 
 Front seating aluminum off deck ice chest surround 
 1 – 80/85 quart Hard cooler with cushion 
 Rear Seating (Check with the dealer, most of them comes with upgraded Leaning Post) 
 Custom built Coastline aluminum trailer with trailer jack, winch, strap, guides, and Led Lights 
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Optional Equipment: 
 Aluminum flip flop with cushions raised up to 10" 
 Leaning Post w/rod holders, storage tray and cushion 
 Permanent or removable Backrest for the leaning post 
 Custom and Two-Tone Colors – Hull and Console 
 Custom deck color options 
 Trailer- spare tire and mount – Both Galvanized or Aluminum 
 Aluminum Mag Wheels for the trailer 
 Casting Platform 
 Powder coating 
 Wang Pole Anchor 
 Additional Rod Holders and Cup holders 
 Swim ladder 
 LED Light cube, rocker and Bar package 
 All electronics, navigation, trolling and Anchor systems 

 

Note: Inquire with Dealer for other options 
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